Achieve Next
Level Performance
With Zebra’s Fixed Industrial Scanning
and Machine Vision Solutions
Manufacturers and logistics companies are facing tough challenges:

Shorter
timelines

Production
increases

Rising quality
expectations

To exceed demands, barcode scanners have evolved from outdated laser-based technology to modern
image-based readers — altering the fixed industrial scanning and machine vision landscape and merging
the technologies.
From track and trace to quality inspections, let Zebra’s Fixed Industrial Scanners and Machine Vision
Systems inspire new productivity potential for your operations.

Two Technologies. One Software Platform.
Zebra Aurora™ brings a new level of simplicity to controlling enterprise-wide
manufacturing and logistics automation solutions.
This simple but powerful interface is easy to set up, deploy and run.

Fixed Industrial
Scanners

Machine Vision
Systems

Track and Trace with Precision

Streamline Inspection Processes

With trusted decode performance, gain
visibility into work-in-progress by reading labels at key stages in operations.

With smart camera capabilities, inspect
details to ensure finished products
meet quality standards.

• Simultaneously capture multiple
barcodes, even challenging ones
• Enable scanning without operator
interaction
• Accelerate processes with
automated data capture

• Capture and analyze images with
smart algorithms
• Address quality issues in real time
• Drive output with optimized quality
control processes

Track and
Trace with
Precision

Perform
Quality
Inspections

Boost
Plant Floor
Efficiency

Consolidate Jobs
with a Single
Shared Platform

Achieve
High Read
Rates

Unlock
Operational
Flexibility

Avoid ‘Rip
and Replace’
Hardware

Seamlessly
Upgrade to
Advanced
Capabilities

Read
DPM
Codes

Reduce
Errors and
Inconsistencies

Experience the Difference
With the leader in data capture solutions behind you, along with a network
of support, you’ll automate tasks quickly and with confidence.

Discover new productivity potential for your operations with Zebra’s Fixed Industrial Scanners and
Machine Vision Systems. Visit www.diversifiedtech.net for more information.
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